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NEW YORK - August 19, 2019 - Confiant, the cybersecurity company protecting the reputations, 
revenues, and resources of publishers and platforms, releases its Q2 2019 Demand Quality Report. 
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Purpose of the Report 
This report provides insight into the quality of demand in programmatic advertising, based on a               
normalized sample of over 120 billion impressions. The global propagation of programmatic advertising,             
with its automation of buying and selling, holds significant opportunity for publishers but introduces              
many new challenges. Understanding how the policies and practices of the buy side affect the publisher                
and the user is critical to ensure the continued scaling of the industry. Quality issues like Malicious,                 
In-Banner Video, and Low Quality ads diminish the value of demand coming through DSPs and SSPs, but                 
there have historically been no demand quality benchmarks for the industry. This report, the fifth in a                 
series published by Confiant, aims to change that. 
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Leveraging its critical position as the first real-time ad-quality verification vendor in the industry,              
Confiant has captured unique insights into the quality of ads served by the programmatic marketplace.               
In 2018, Confiant released the industry’s first-ever benchmark report on the state of programmatic              
demand. This report covers Q2 2019 and benchmarks the actual volume of malicious and              
misrepresented ads that harm publishers and attack their users every day.  

Definitions 
In the context of this research, the terms below are referring to the following definitions: 

Malicious ad - A creative that includes (usually obfuscated) Javascript that spawns a forced              
redirect or loads a secondary, or tertiary, payload for similar malicious purposes. Most malicious              
creatives exist for the purpose of forcing users to interact with phishing scams, but some               
perform cryptojacking or infect the user’s device to propagate botnets and other nefarious             
activities. 

In-Banner Video (IBV) - IBV refers to the practice of serving video ads in banner placements                
without the publisher’s consent, and often without the advertiser’s consent either. In these             
cases, a video ad unit is loaded within a banner placement as a display unit, instead of playing                  
within a media player.  

Low Quality ad - Ad creative violations across 16 different quality specifications selected by the               
publisher. The dimensions include audio/video related violations, creatives probing for user’s           
geolocation, the network load of the ad, and more.  
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US Rates by Quarter 
The chart below shows Malicious, In-Banner Video, and Low Quality ads as a percentage of total                
impressions over the past five quarters. In Q2, we saw notable declines in the rates of Malicious and                  
In-Banner Video ads. In-Banner Video ads plummeted to 0.10% of impressions in Q2, down from 0.45%                
in Q1 and a high of 1.40% in Q2 2018, reaching the lowest rate we have ever recorded in our Demand                     
Quality Reports. 

Similarly, Malicious ads fell from 0.39% of impressions in Q1 (and a high of 0.54% in Q4 2018) to 0.25%                    
in Q2, also the lowest rate we have ever recorded in our reports. 

 

Chart 1:  Quarterly rates of Low Quality, IBV, and Malicious impressions 

Given the highly dynamic nature of online advertising, it is difficult to assign a single explanation to the                  
declines, but the trend suggests a confluence of industry-wide factors may have changed the game for                
malvertisers: 

● The near-universal adoption of ads.txt on top sites, which is driving arbitrage and unauthorized              
resale out of the market and foreclosing IBV opportunities. 

● Increased vigilance on the part of the SSPs when it comes to ad quality issues given the highly                  
competitive, and increasingly commoditized, nature of the space. 

● Increased adoption of creative-verification solutions like Confiant's is boosting the industry’s           
defenses. 

● Industry initiatives like TAG's Certified Against Malware program, which have increased general            
awareness around the threat of malware and galvanized efforts to combat it. 

● Better coordination between publishers and platforms, which narrows the brief window of time             
that malvertisers have before their exploits are detected and removed.  
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Despite these hard-won advances, it’s premature to declare victory against bad ads. Even with these               
improvements, 1 in every 200 impressions was marred by a serious security or quality issue. When                
taken across the enormous breadth of programmatic advertising, where up to a trillion ads are served in                 
a given month, such a rate would equate to 5 billion problematic impressions a month, a plague by                  
any definition. 

US Rates by Day of Week 
The rate of Malicious activity continued to vary significantly based on the day of the week: 

 

Chart 2: Average Malicious impression rates by day of week in Q2 

It will come as no surprise to veterans of programmatic advertising that Malicious activity increases on                
the weekends. Malvertisers target the weekends to take advantage of reduced staffing levels and longer               
response times. What may come as a surprise is the extent to which weekend activity exceeds                
weekdays: an impression served on Sunday is 3x more likely to deliver a Malicious payload than one                 
served on Thursday. We observed a smaller difference in Q1, with the weekend frequency being               
roughly twice the weekday average. 
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We have noted the increase in malware activity on         
long holiday weekends in past reports. In Q1, an         
incident occurring over Presidents’ Day weekend      
towered above all others, with rates of Malicious        
ads maxing out above 3%. No spike of similar         
magnitude occurred in Q2. Instead, outbreaks with       
rates above 1% occurred throughout the quarter:       
two in April, one in May, and one in June.          
Interestingly, we did not see a significant spike        
over Memorial Day weekend in the U.S. (May        
25-27).  

Chart 3: Average Malicious impression rates by 
day 

Q2 US SSP Rankings 
In Q2, Confiant tracked impressions from over 75 SSPs. However, 80% of impressions originated from               
just 12 providers commonly used by publishers. To qualify for inclusion in the charts below, a provider                 
had to be the source of a minimum of 1 billion impressions across our cross-section of publishers. We                  
believe that splitting out the data for just these SSPs provides important insights into the performance                
differences across providers without overwhelming the reader with data. As in past reports, we identify               
Google AdX within these rankings. As the dominant exchange, Google AdX has access to data and                
resources beyond what’s available to other exchanges, which one would expect would translate into              
higher efficacy when it comes to catching issues. Our data confirms this assumption, with Google AdX                
scoring the best overall rate and placing among the top performers for each issue type. The text below                  
breaks out performance for these 12 SSPs by issue type (Malicious, IBV, Low Quality, and Heavy ads) and                  
provides a roll-up of overall performance. 

Malicious Ads 
When it came to suppression of Malicious ads in Q2, the story was Google... and everyone else. Google                  
remained the top performer by a sizable margin and even managed to surpass their strong performance                
in Q1. They remain the undisputed leader when it comes to the detection of Malicious ads, coming in at                   
1/8th the rate of the second-best performer and 1/10th of the industry average.  
 
SSP-H retained second place, but fell further behind Google, going from 0.05% in Q1 to 0.16% in Q2. 
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Chart 4: Malicious impression rates of 12 top SSPs in Q2 ‘19 

SSPs K and L continue to struggle as they have in past reports, but saw a slight reduction in the                    
frequency of Malicious ads. Still, SSP-K is over 60x as likely to deliver a malicious ad than Google. One in                    
every 90 impressions served by SSP-K was malicious, a truly abysmal performance.  

Malicious ads remain a fairly concentrated problem: Over 50% of these ads come from just 5 providers,                 
and a single provider was responsible for almost 30%. 
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Chart 5: SSPs with biggest changes in Malicious ad impressions from Q1 ‘19 to Q2 ‘19 

The quarter’s standout performer was SSP-F, who rocketed from a last-place showing in Q1 to an                
average performance in Q2, reducing their Malicious ad rate by 80%. SSP-I also reduced their rate, but                 
remains one of the worst overall performers. 

In-Banner Video Ads 
Perhaps the biggest surprise of the quarter was the precipitous drop in the rate of In-Banner Video ads,                  
which fell from 0.45% of impressions in Q1 to just 0.10% in Q2. Having declined for four straight                  
quarters, the rate of IBV in Q2 was the lowest ever recorded in our reports. 
 
Indeed, we saw improvement for almost every provider, and a sea change among Q1’s worst               
performers: SSP-G’s rate fell from 2.10% to 0.17%, and SSP-L fell from 5.92% to 0.10%. Only two                 
providers showed an increase in rate: SSP-I and SSP-M.  

The presence of IBV generally indicates lax standards on the part of the SSP. To explain why, it’s                  
important to understand that almost all In-Banner Video originates from an arbitrage opportunity. CPMs              
differ enormously between Video and Display. This creates an arbitrage opportunity wherein an             
unscrupulous advertiser can buy a display impression, insert a video player, and then resell the               
impression as a video opportunity at a much higher price to an often unsuspecting buyer. In the past,                  
some SSPs allowed resellers to exploit this arbitrage opportunity to the detriment of their buyers (who                
think they are buying a traditional video impression) and their publishers, whose legitimate video              
inventory is being devalued by this practice. 

Industry initiatives such as ads.txt threaten this arbitrage opportunity by making it plain to all market                
participants which providers are authorized to sell a publisher’s inventory. Combined with related moves              
by the DSPs to simplify their supply chains, increased adoption of ads.txt is driving out unauthorized                
resellers from the ecosystem and taking IBV with it. If trends continue, we expect IBV may be all but                   
extinct by the end of the year. 
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Chart 6: IBV impression rates of 12 top SSPs in Q2 ‘19 

The incidence of IBV remains highly concentrated, with over 50% of IBV ads come from just 4 providers.                  
A single provider, SSP-I, was responsible for almost 25%. 

 

Chart 7: SSPs with biggest changes in IBV ad impressions from Q1 ‘19 to Q2 ‘19 
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Low Quality Ads 
The final measurement category, Low Quality ads, is derived from a diverse set of rules that publishers                 
can elect to activate on the Confiant platform. These rules correspond to ad behaviors that have one                 
feature in common: they disrupt or impair the user experience. Examples include autoplay audio,              
autoplay video, and pop-ups. 
 
The frequency of Low Quality ads increased slightly from Q1 to Q2, rising from 0.14% to 0.18%. Most                  
SSPs saws little to no change, but two SSPs saw large changes. SSP-M halved their Low Quality ad rate to                    
0.78%, still high but vastly improved over the previous quarter. Conversely, SSP-B saw an increase from                
0.14% to 0.35%. 

 

Chart 8: Low Quality impression rates of 12 top SSPs in Q2 ‘19 
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Chart 9: Heavy Ad impression rates of 12 top SSPs in Q2 ‘19 

In late Q1, we introduced an updated set of controls to help publishers police Heavy ads. These ads                  
greatly exceed the IAB Tech Lab’s LEAN guidance for file size. Since these new controls were not                 
included in previous reports, we have omitted them from the Q2 Low Quality numbers to allow clean                 
comparisons with past quarters. However, we believe the data is worth breaking out separately given               
the significant performance and latency issues caused by overweight ads, as well as the general lack of                 
compliance with the LEAN standards. The IAB Tech Lab itself has bemoaned the industry’s lack of                
compliance. Interestingly, SSPs that perform well in other categories, such as SSP-B, SSP-C, and SSP-E,               
struggle to meet the LEAN standards for file size, with each of these three delivering Heavy ads for                  
nearly 1% of their impressions. 
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Combined View 
The final view combines Malicious, IBV, and Low Quality into a single measure of SSP performance.                
Google AdX retained the top spot and improved their overall performance. Whereas 1 in 1000               
impressions from Google had issues in Q1, only 1 in 1800 did in Q2. 
 
SSP-K had the worst overall performance, with issues in 1 of every 75 impressions and the highest level                  
of Malicious ads by a significant margin. SSP-I and SSP-M rounded out the bottom three, a repeat                 
performance for SSP-M. 

SSP-G showed the greatest improvement, moving from 2nd-to-last in Q1 to solidly average in Q2. 

 

Chart 10: Q2 ‘19 combined violation rates across 12 top SSPs 
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Activation Rate by Quality Rule 
As noted above, the rules for Low Quality ads are elective in nature: publishers can choose whether or                  
not to activate monitoring and blocking in accordance with their business needs and the expectations of                
their audience. The graph below summarizes the rate at which various rules were activated by our                
publishers for blocking across all impressions monitored by Confiant in Q2 2019: 

 

Chart 11: Blocking activation rate by Low Quality rule in Q2 

Blocking activation rates tend to be higher for automatic creative behaviors (e.g. Audio on start-up) than                
those requiring user action (e.g. Audio on click). This is unsurprising: an ad that plays audio or expands                  
without any user action is highly disruptive to the user experience. Audio on start-up is almost                
universally flagged by our publishers, with a 92% adoption rate (down slightly from 94% in Q1). We saw                  
a large increase in the adoption of three rules: Heavy ads, Audio on Click, and Audio on Hover. 
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Q2 US CPMs 
Average CPMs moved in line with seasonal trends, with a slight uptick for the overall market: 

 

Chart 12: Quarterly comparison of Median CPMs by Ad Type 

CPMs for In-Banner Video edged up, but against the backdrop of a huge fall in frequency. We posit that                   
malvertisers are being forced to pay a higher rate for IBV to overcome the defenses the industry has                  
erected. As noted previously, a combination of ads.txt, supply-path optimization, and platform-specific            
quality initiatives seem to be driving IBV out of the market. 
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The CPM distribution in Q2 shows familiar trends, with CPMs associated with Malicious and IBV ads 
falling well below the overall market: 

 

Chart 13: Distribution of CPMs by Ad Type in Q2 

Given the CPM difference, publishers might be tempted to impose high floors to price out Malicious and                 
IBV ads. However, such a strategy would come at a great cost: while a floor of $0.50 would block 70% of                     
malicious ads and 85% of IBV, it unfortunately would also block approximately 60% of all other ads. The                  
ability to selectively block just bad ads while keeping the programmatic pipes open is a much more                 
appealing option. 
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Q2 Rates by Country 
Our data shows significant variation in the rates of Malicious, In-Banner Video, and Low Quality ads by 
country: 

 

         Chart 14: North American and European ad quality rates in Q2 

In general, European markets see a higher level of Malicious ads than the U.S., but a lower level on other                    
issues. In Q2, Malicious ads rose in Germany and Italy, while remaining relatively flat elsewhere. The                
variety of rates by country exemplifies how malvertisers spread their bets and adapt their tactics to local                 
market conditions, effective tactics for remaining under the radar.  

Conclusion 
Industry-wide factors emerged as key drivers of trends in Q2. We observed a substantial decrease in                
violation rates from Q1 to Q2 2019 for both Malicious and In-Banner Video ads. We suspect the                 
decrease in IBV is driven by a broad set of industry factors, including growing ads.txt adoption and                 
supply-path optimization, coupled with a more aggressive approach by the SSPs. The net effect is to                
foreclose the arbitrage opportunities that drive IBV. Despite these improvements, we found that nearly              
1 in every 200 impressions was marred by a serious issue. 

The best SSPs continue to outperform the worst by a huge margin: the worst of the top 12 SSPs is over                     
60x as likely to deliver a bad ad compared to the best. Likewise, the data shows that many issues are                    
highly concentrated: 
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● 50% of malicious ads come from 5 providers. 
● Over 50% of IBV ads come from 4 providers.  

In Q2, we shared for the first time non-compliance levels with IAB Tech Lab guidance on maximum file                  
weight. We found high rates of non-compliance even among SSPs that perform well in all other                
categories. 

Given the diversity of risks, publishers need to carefully consider not only which SSPs they choose to                 
work with, but also how they choose to work with each SSP. The impact on user experience varies                  
greatly from SSP to SSP, and indeed from publisher to publisher. Only by seeing how a provider performs                  
for them can a publisher make the complex tradeoffs between user experience and monetization. 

Methodology 
To compile the research contained in this report, Confiant analyzed a normalized sample of more than                
120 billion programmatic advertising impressions from April 1 to June 30, 2019. The data was captured                
by Confiant’s patent-pending real-time verification solution, which allows us to measure ad quality on              
real users across devices and channels. Confiant has enjoyed strong growth over the past 12 months,                
enabling us to monitor over twice as many impressions in Q2 2019 compared to the same period last                  
year.  

About Confiant 
Confiant is a cyber security company that came out of a recognition that the world’s most sophisticated                 
advertisers aren’t Verizon or P&G, but criminals using the industry for their own, selfish ends. These                
criminals are hijacking programmatic advertising and giving publishers a bad name. 

Confiant protects the reputation, revenues, and resources of publishers and platforms with always-on             
anti-malware software that verifies desktop, mobile, and video ads. Our sole focus is on helping               
advertising platforms and publishers rid the world of malware. This focus enables us to evolve quickly                
and meet our clients’ needs for defeating the bad actors trying to undermine the industry. 

We were the first to come to market with a technology that does not just detect malicious activity, but                   
actively blocks it. We believe in the intelligent application of technology to fight back and make digital                 
media safe for everyone. 
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